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Open a new file in illustrator



Find a picture that you are going to use for your “positive space”  
I am going to be doing the Tail of the headless horsemen …. I will 
be using a pumpkin with vines for my positive space



Edit paste
add a new layer



Pen out the shape with black.  



You can add some details on an upper layer 
but make sure to keep the majority simple… 
you will need it for your scene.  



1)Now look for something that you can add to the silhouette of this shape… like I am going to add vines
paste them in

If your picture is simple enough try this trick!

2)Click on the pasted pic with the selection tool then press the “Trace image”



The computer is doing the vectoring for you!!!!!
To play with the adjustments and get a custom tracing press the box thing next to the first arrow.
When you get something you like press “Expand”



Use the direct selection tool to select the white areas and delete 
them

arrange both so that they overlap a  bit and look good together



With the direct selection tool select both 
overlapping paths and then in the pathfinder 
window click the “unite” icon



Now find some imagery for the inside. 
Remember you are only doing a scene… don’t 
try to tell the whole story



Now find an image that will work for the scene background on the inside of 
your positive space… for example I am using woods with trees for the 
background to my horsemen all of which will be in the inside of the pumpkin



If you image allows to may use the “image 
Trace” button to create the vector or you can 
pen the silhouette out



Delete the background area in your  of your image… for examples in my tree 
scene I am deleting the sky area\

for some more editing you can use the eraser tool to shave edges down



Copy and paste your positive space 
background ie make a duplicate copy



Drag your background image over your 
positive shape. Make sure it overlaps



Select both paths and use the “intersect” 
button in pathfinder



Now move the copied piece back underneath the intersected path

if it’s not below.. Check your layers



Find an image for your main character, the focal point of the interior scene

I am going to get a pic of the horseman riding



Paste into illustrator
add a layer and pen out the silhouette



If you created separate paths for one silloute
use in pathfinder the “merge” button 



Simply move the main silhouette to the 
middle



In the top layer begin to add more like trees etc. whatever helps set 
the mood or story.
Use the “live trace button and the layer mode in the transparently 
window to get the perfect effect



Using your selection tool select all the paths 
and shapes in your image
edit> copy



In photoshop open a new file
edit>paste



Edit> free transform
Scale it to size



Find a nice high res picture that will 
compliment the vectored image as an overlay



Paste in and change the layer mode to a 
mode that compliments the image



Paste in another image and place it below 
your vectored image



Add filters to your pasted pictures … not 
your vectored story
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